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Quantitative experiments are described on spatiotemporal patterns of coherent chemical sig
activity in populations ofDictyostelium discoideumamoebae. We observe competition betwee
spontaneously firing centers and rotating spiral waves that depends strongly on the overall cell de
At low densities, no complete spirals appear and chemotactic aggregation is driven by pe
concentric waves, whereas at high densities the firing centers seen at early times nucleate a
apparently entrained by spiral waves whose cores ultimately serve as aggregation centers. P
mechanisms for these observations are discussed.

PACS numbers: 87.22.–q, 47.54.+r, 82.40.Ck, 87.10.+e
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In a variety of contexts in the biological world we
find coherent spatiotemporal patterns of propagati
chemical waves [1]. Often, as in cardiac tissue, the
waves are triggered and globally controlled by speci
ized cells termed “pacemakers” [2]. In other system
traveling chemical waves may arise by a process
self-organization of undifferentiated cells. A well-know
biological example is provided by populations of th
slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum[3], which upon
nutrient deprivation sustain waves of cyclic adenosi
30, 50-monophosphate (cAMP) that drive chemotact
migration of cells. These waves result from a rela
mechanism within each cell, and travel by means of t
diffusive coupling of nearby cells through the substrat
Despite a large body of experimental and theoretical wo
on the coupled dynamics of wave propagation and as
ciated chemotaxis leading to cell aggregation [3,4], t
means by which a particular pattern of coherent traveli
waves emerges from the nonsignaling state has remai
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unclear. Many studies have revealed the presence
concentric waves (or “target” patterns) emanating fro
periodically firing pacemakers [3,5], while others hav
focused on the rotating spiral waves that also occur [6,
and are qualitatively similar to those seen in chemic
systems such as the Belousov-Zhabotinski (BZ) react
[8,9]. The distinction between these two types of patter
is significant; targets require an autonomous pacemak
while rotating spirals do not. Yet, there has been no cle
experimental determination of the factors controllin
which of these two signaling patterns dominates.

We report here a quantitative experimental study
the competition between autonomous firing centers a
rotating spiral waves inD. discoideum. Using cell
population density as a control parameter, we find th
when the cell density is high spiral waves dominate
late times, whereas at low cell density the asympto
pattern is dominated by circular waves emanating fro
pacemakers, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the spi
t high

o
The bright

to inactive
FIG. 1. Dark field images showing the evolution of two kinds of signaling activity. In (a) spirals dominate circular waves a
density (rH  21.8 3 105 cellsycm2), whereas in (b) circular waves dominate (rL  7.3 3 105 cellsycm2). Time is indicated in
hours and minutes elapsed from the point of food deprivation. Each 24 mm3 18 mm image was obtained by subtracting tw
successive images taken 30 sec. apart and rescaling the resulting image over 256 grey levels to enhance the contrast.
bands and the accompanying dark shadows indicate the cells in an active state, while the grey background corresponds
cells.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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(a)
waves themselves originate in the instabilities of fini
wave segments [10] and apparently entrain the firi
centers. In a low density system, the firing centers a
entrain each other. In both cases, the dynamical evolut
proceeds from random firings toperiodic events. The
density-dependent competition between signaling patte
is similar to that seen recently in the BZ reaction
the presence of a catalyst imprinted on a lattice
varying density [11]. The appearance of spirals only
a limited range of densities suggests that variations in
diffusive coupling of excitable elements lead to patte
selection. Our results also relate to recent theoreti
studies of mechanisms for spiral symmetry breaking [1
specific biochemical origins for pattern evolution [13
and feedback mechanisms [14], as well as the role
stochasticity in pattern selection [15].

First, we briefly review the essential features of th
signaling mechanism. Signaling begins with the sy
thesis of the messenger molecule cAMP from ATP b
adenylate cyclase within individual cells [16]. It is
also degraded to50-AMP by phosphodiesterase. Both
cAMP and phosphodiesterase are excreted through
cell membrane wall. The production of cAMP within
individual cells is stimulated and controlled by the sta
of cAMP receptors in the cell membrane: When the r
ceptors are fully saturated with cAMP, the synthesis
internal cAMP stops. It is now well documented in bot
experiments and model studies [7] that these chemi
reactions can produce rotating spiral waves and circ
lar waves of collective chemical activity in spatially ex
tended systems like those shown in Fig. 1.

In our experiments, cells were grown using standa
culturing techniques [17]. This preparation yields
monolayer of cells spread on the surface of an agar la
in a dish. Signaling is generally initiated within severa
hours after nutrient deprivation, during which time th
cells were kept in the dark. Patterns of signaling activi
were monitored using a dark field optical setup [18
sensitive to changes in optical properties of the cells
response to chemical waves [19].

Figure 1 shows the evolution of spatiotemporal patter
observed in experiments with two different initial ce
densities. In both cases, the spontaneous firing of ma
cells is observed in the form of spreading circular wa
fronts. Spiral waves can form from broken wave segme
that naturally arise from inhomogeneities in the medium
When the initial cell densityr is high (rH), as in Fig. 1(a),
competition between circular waves and spirals is qu
apparent—spirals eventually suppress all firing events.

A dramatically different situation arises when th
initial cell density is low (rL), shown in Fig. 1(b). As
in the system withrH , many firing centers appear a
an early stage (but with a longer induction period
and, at the same time, wave segments also form fr
inhomogeneities in the medium. In contrast to hig
density populations, however, the broken ends of t
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waves do not evolve to full spirals, and firings contin
to the later cell aggregation phase.

We have located all the firing events occurring duri
the signaling phase of development. Focusing first on
case of high cell density, Fig. 2(a) shows the positio
of firing centers along with those of the spiral cores th
ultimately form. We find that most centers fire only onc
Given our spatial resolution, the size of the cells (,8 mm),
and the scale of their random motion, it is not possible
us to determine whether those most closely spaced clus
of data points arise from distinct cells firing independent
or instead from identical cells which have simply move
during the course of observation. Since spirals evo
from the ends of broken waves, the locations of the sp
cores are not correlated with the centers.

A quantification of firing-center and spiral competitio
is the time evolution of the number of firing event
Figure 3(a) shows this for the samerH as Fig. 2(a). The
number N of firing events initially increases in time
reaches a maximum value, then ultimately vanishes as
spirals become more fully formed. Let us now contra
this behavior with our observations at low densitie
First, as shown in Fig. 2(b), there are overwhelming
many more firing centers atrL than rH [compare with
Fig. 2(a)]. With the smaller average distance betwe
centers, the ability of broken wave segments to surv
as spirals is greatly diminished.

At rL, no complete spirals form, and firing cente
survive until the later aggregation stage (atø11 h), as
shown in Fig. 3(b). Figure 3 illustrates the fact that t
fractional subpopulation of firing centers (Nyr) decreases
with density. This suggests that the formation of a cen
is not simply a characteristic of a subpopulation of ce
but rather is determined in part by cell-cell interactio
[20]. Likewise, the lack of correlation between th
positions of the centers and the spiral cores sugg
that the latter are determined primarily by the positio

FIG. 2. Composite diagrams showing the location of firin
centers (filled circles) and spiral cores (empty circles):
r  rH ; (b) r  rL.
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FIG. 3. Dynamical evolution of the number of firing cente
per unit time (min) and unit area (cm2): (a) r  rH ; (b)
r  rL; (c) composite of (a) and (b) and1.5rL (triangles),
and 3.5rL (diamonds). The plots were obtained by counti
the number of firing centers in 15 min intervals.

and dynamics of wave segments, rather than intrin
properties of the cells at the core.

Systems with several differentr in addition to the two
already discussed have also been studied. In a sy
with r  1.5rL, similar entrainment dynamics appe
between spirals and centers and between different cen
In this case,N initially increases, reaches a maximum
decreases gradually as before, but to a nonzero va
as shown in Fig. 3(c). In systems with higher values
r (toward and beyondrH), spirals gradually extinguish
firing events with the same entrainment dynamics asrH .

At all densities, a peak in the number of firing cente
occurs at intermediate times. (The gradual increase iN
during the period 10–12 hours atrL is due to the increase
in the firing frequencyof the surviving centers.) In the
high-density systems, the decrease inN beyond the peak
appears to be due to a suppression of firing centers by
ral waves. Some direct evidence for this is presented
Fig. 4. Over the course of three periods of firing activi
a pair of nearby spiral waves repeatedly passes thro
a center (indicated by an arrow). Because the firing
quency of the center is slower than the rotation freque
of spiral waves [21], the collision zone at which wav
annihilate gradually moves toward the center (first th
frames in Fig. 4), and ultimately the firing center is su
pressed (last frame in Fig. 4). This observed behavior
1176
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FIG. 4. Enlarged images showing suppression of a lo
frequency center by a higher-frequency spiral wave atrH .

be viewed as anentrainmentof slow centers by faster pe-
riodic spiral waves. A corollary to this observation is tha
since the spiral waves all have very similar rotation fre
quencies they are not effective in suppressing one anoth
However, we have observed some examples of the bre
ing of symmetry between members of a spiral pair, leadi
to dominance of one over the other (as seen left of ce
ter in the first frame of Fig. 1). This is consistent with
theoretical arguments based on the existence of certain
traslow chemical dynamics [12], or from chemical inhomo
geneities in the medium [13]. Similar observations on th
suppression of slow autonomous centers by spirals w
reported without quantification in earlier experiments o
the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction in a Petri dish [22] an
in cellular automaton models [23]. The decrease inN in
the low-density systems appears to arise from the comp
tion amongfiring centers, rather than from the influence o
incomplete spirals (wave segments). For instance, a cen
that fires with a higher frequency may suppress a slow
firing neighbor. Taken together, these earlier observatio
and the present ones suggest that this entrainment phen
enon is a generic feature of excitable media.

Among the possible mechanisms for firing center su
pression, several appear quite likely on the basis of kno
experimental and/or theoretical observations. First, fro
the general phenomenology of excitable media, we m
expect the passage of cAMP waves past a center to ac
a kind of phase resetting event, leading to synchronizatio
This would be alocal version of oscillator entrainment,
mediated by the passage of waves, complementary to
studied recently in systems withglobal coupling [24,25].
It may also be an example of “spatiotemporal stochas
resonance” [15], in which a wave of excitation entrain
noisy excitable elements (e.g., the firing centers). Seco
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since the thickness of the agar substrate may play a
in the diffusive coupling of neighboring cells [3], gradu
changes in the local chemical environment of a cell by
repeated passage of waves may alter its excitability. Th
gradual changes in the internal properties of the cells (e
density of membrane receptors, etc.) during the signa
stage may also play a role [12,13].

Future experiments to elucidate the mechanism of
lection of signaling activity will focus on controlled per
turbations of the system. One avenue of interest invol
external stimulation through changes in background l
els of chemicals such as cAMP in the agar substrate (b
static and periodic in time). A second, complementa
to our use of cell density, involves the use of differe
wild-type and mutant strains with variations in biochem
cal properties associated with signaling [26]. Experime
along these lines are currently in progress. Finally, the
terplay between chemotaxis and pattern selection is an
portant area for further experimental and theoretical stu
perhaps along the lines of recent work on bacterial s
tems [27].
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